Have you ever wanted to make your own child-sized apron to perfectly coordinate with certain work?

Then this workshop is for you!

Where to begin...

1. Purchase fabric and notions to suit your needs.
2. Prewash your fabric, and you'll be ready to cut out and sew at this workshop.

Some sewing machines, cutting mats, and sewing scissors will be provided.

You are welcome to bring your own!

Apron: Finished size is approximately 19" x 13", 2-sided with a waist strap (16" x 2"), and neck strap (17" x 2" with elastic that stretches to 23").

FABRIC SUGGESTIONS

Fabric can be Novelty print or quilting-type fabric from a store of your choice.

A fat quarter will make the front of one apron and at least one strap. You'll need to purchase coordinating fabric for the reverse side and straps. Another alternative is a 2" grosgrain ribbon (50" for a double-sided neck strap and 25" of ½" elastic).

Pictured apron is made from novelty print and is reversible.

Pictured apron is mixed fruit with coordinating fabric for reverse and grosgrain ribbon for waist strap.

Fabric from [www.spoonflower.com](http://www.spoonflower.com).

A **kitchen towel** also makes a lovely apron. You may want coordinating fabric for the back, or you can sew a hem around it.

Pictured apron is made from a kitchen towel from World Market.

The first picture shows enough fabric for the neck and waist and a small towel for clean-up.

The second picture shows a sewn hem.

**SUGGESTED NOTIONS:**

- Thread to match your fabric.
- Elastic (suggested amount 25” x ½ “) for neck strap
- Closure of your choice (large snap, hook-n-eye, button, Velcro, or double the amount of waist strap fabric for tying). I use a variety in my Prepared Environment to offer practice beyond the Dressing Frames.
• Grosgrain ribbon if needed or preferred

Picture shows 2” grosgrain ribbon doubled for neck strap sewn together with elastic insert.

OPTIONAL NOTIONS:

• Rick rack for decoration or as a waist strap
• Decorative Buttons